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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
The Society has begun 2006 in an auspicious way. The year marks the 200th
anniversary of the coming to Ramsbottom of the GRANT brothers, William
and Daniel, they of CHEERYBLE Brothers fame, whose enterprise led to
the
development of the town very much as it is seen today. An opportunity for the
Society to commemorate the event, and at the same time launch the film celebrating
Ramsbottom's heritage, which after 2.5 years of endeavour was finished in late
February, and (after a year's absence from its Heritage Centre home) promote itself
and its activities.
From a beginning immediately after New Year, with an event date of 5th March
determined by the availability of Ramsbottom Civic Hall, which at the time was itself
under threat of disposal by Bury MBC under cost-reduction proposals, a small team
of members and non-members devoted a great deal of time and energy to planning
and promoting the event, overcoming setbacks along the way, in order to ensure the
clay was a success. I have the utmost admiration for everyone involved. From the
formal opening by our Mayor and Mayoress, Councillor and Mrs Steven
TREADGOLD, through the themed talk and walks, launch of the film, displays of
Society activities, presence of the North West Sound Archive, and continuous supply
of refreshments, to closure, the day was a great success, with visitor numbers far in
excess of expectations; great interest was expressed in the film, in many of the
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activities, and several new members enrolled. My sincere thanks to everyone who
took part, organiser and visitor alike.
Such was the level of success, it has inspired the organisers to consider an event to
mark the Society's 20th anniversary next year, has energised the Oral Ta ping Team,
with several people on the day expressing a willingness to have their reminiscences
recorded, and led to a joint venture arrangement with the Rossendale Free Press, who
wish to publish a supplement highlighting the key events of the last 200 years of
Ramsbottom's history. So, quite a day. Also, we learned shortly before the event,
the Civic Hall is to live on!
Members who live locally will realise that work. has stopped on the Library building;
we hope that it will recommence soon and that we will be able to return to the
Heritage Centre in Carr Street later this year. I would like the thoughts of members
on how we might take the Centre, and the Society, forward once we're back home.
Tony Murphy
RAMSBOTTOM MISCELLANEA Obituaries

At the end of November 2005, Bessie JOHNS died, quite suddenly, in her 91st year.
Bessie was born in Summerseat, came to Ramsbottom at a very early age, and
remained for the rest of her life. She was schooled at St Andrew's, in her early years
worked as a weaver, during wartime in munitions (latterly with F.D. Sims); she was a
chorister of note and one time member of Ramsbottom Choral Society. Of Primitive
Methodist persuasion, Bessie worshipped at the Chapel until its closure, subsequently
enjoying a long association with the Methodist/Baptist Chapel in Market Place, and,
finally, Christ Church. A long-serving member of the Heritage, Society, active as a
supporter until ill health during her last years prevented attendance at the Heritage
Centre and open meetings; she will be remembered for her gentleness and great good
humour and will be very much missed by many.
Early in January 2006, we learned of the death of Alice O'Donnell, in her 97th year,
after a lengthy period of illness. Alice was born Alice HALL, in Ramsbottom in
1 909; her young adult years were spent looking after a sick mother and later, in wartime, accommodating evacuees. She was a lifelong parishioner, and choir-member of
St Paul's Church; an accomplished actress, with much involvement with St Paul's
Players and Ramsbottom Amateur Dramatic and Operatic Society. Her later working
life was spent at Hazlehurst School. Upon retirement Alice played piano for the
Heather Dalton School of Dancing and for the Sunshine Club and, until illness
prevented, maintained active involvement with Bury & District Blind Persons
Association and Ramsbottom Heritage Society. A lady who lived life to the full, she
will be sadly missed by all who knew her.
For the Society, again, a sad end to the old year, and a sad beginning to the new.
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Annual Photographic Competition
Many thanks to those who sent in their photographs of Ramsbottom in 2005.
Certificates were awarded as follows:Events & Daily Life Winner - Linda de Ruĳter; highly commended - Doris HIBBERT
Buildings Winner - Jennifer BEECH; highly commended - Linda de Ruĳter.
'Town & country Winner - Jennifer BEECH; highly commended - Alan HIBBERT.
Themes Winner - Ian SMITH; highly commended - Roy WOOSEY.
Jennifer BEECH was the overall winner and awarded the Dickensian Trophy.
Congratulations. Our thanks go to John LEYLAND who organises the Photographic
Competition each year. Make sure you take some photos in Ramsbottom during 2006
so you can enter the next photographic competition early in 2007.
See www.ramsbottomheritage, co,uk/2005nhotos to view the photographs.
Ramsbottom Heritage Society publications, including the video/DVD and News
Magazines, can be obtained from Ramsbottom Library. The Ramsbottom
video/DVD (running time 70 minutes) costs £14.99
"Ramsbottom, past to present 1783 - 1846" video/DVD - review
How do you tell 70 years of a town's turbulent history? In a new DVD/video telling
the story of Ramsbottom's development: an industrial village, new town and railway,
that's how. Having been asked to review the production I settled down in front of my
machine to indulge in what could be described as hard core porn, for the historian,
'The presentation by Andrew TODD and Les NORRIS is engaging and they get over
their passion for their subject matter in a series of pieces to camera. Andrew also
manages to elicit a number of `I never knew that' moments as he reveals the origins
of the town through the GRANTs, the PEELs and the ASHTONs- who all played
their part in industrial development. The explanation of how the town grew from its
central core at the Old Ground into the being we know today is fascinating. It is
helped by a judicious mix of graphics, old photographs and live action which are
woven into a story which is told at a good pace. The use of real people telling their
own story is inspired and the combination really brings the tale of our industrial
heritage to life.
The film sets the scene, in my opinion, for more research into the history of
Ramsbottom. The central premise of the story told in film is Ramsbottom exploding
into life in 1783. But why did it explode? What was burning in the background to
allow the PEELs, ASHTONs and GRANTs to hit the ground running? I look
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forward to further research pre 1783 to try to answer these questions. But in the
meantime, I can fully recommend this valuable new addition to Ramsbottom's
historiography.
Jonathan ALI, Hawkshaw (2006)

Saved for the moment:
the East Lancashire Railway goods warehouse, Rowlands Road, Summerseat.

Three planning applications for the conversion of the former railway goods
warehouse to the south of Summerseat Station into apartments were rejected by Bury
MBC's Planning Committee on 29th March. The balking of yet another apartmentmakeover for a piece of our built heritage is very welcome news - the warehouse is a
now rare example of many similar buildings to be found all over the Britain's railway
system. It stands across the road from the modern ELR Summerseat Station
platform. The goods shed was the only railway-owned warehouse in Summerseat;
but further north along the line was another warehouse (now converted into
apartments) owned by Joshua HOYLE of Brooksbottoms Mill; and John OLIVE's
railway wagon works stood to the south near Chestwheel Bridge.
Trucks for Summerseat would be taken off the main line into the small goods yard.
There were three sidings, one of which led into the warehouse. A loading gauge
originally above the railway entrance determined whether trucks emerging onto the
main line were loaded too high. The door at the opposite end of the warehouse may
have allowed a guards van with its chimney to clear the building and not take up
loading space. The lintel above the door is a metal girder with the cast inscription
MUSGRAVE, Son & HEATON. Bolton 1847'.

The building is set into the steep bank above Rowlands Road. Next to this is another
arched door, access for horse drawn carts off the still existing setted roadway. Inside
the shed is a large rectangular working platform with a whip crane still in excellent
condition, with ropes and manual crank handle still in situ and usable - a fine piece
of railway heritage.
A derailment on the tight curve of the warehouse's access siding ended its use for
trucks about 1961 when the sidings were disconnected. The amount of railway borne
traffic did not justify the cost of straightening.
Since then, the warehouse has had a variety of uses. The sidings continued to be
used to unload coal for the Summerseat Co-op Store until this closed. In 1963,
Norman BOOTH used the warehouse to saw up reclaimed railway sleepers for reuse
as fence posts. He also toasted and crumbed stale bread here, for use as surface bait
by Fleetwood trawlermen! Agricultural engineer David BARKER repaired milking
machines, well pumps and tractors here from 1968.
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Martin
British Railways Property Board sold the site in 1976 to Bury MBC.
HODSON became tenant in the same year, and used the warehouse to refurbish
electrical machinery.
The warehouse, which is in very good condition, is now the only original railway
building on the ELR north of Bury, so the Planning Committee's decision not to
allow redevelopment is especially laudable. A plan in 2004 to reinstate the siding
closest to the running line for a static display of wagons came to nothing.

RHS Conservation Group report
A quick glance around Ramsbottom is enough to explain why the Conservation
Group is needed. Demolition of old landmarks and the building of apartments and
houses, some three storeys high, is changing the face of our traditional mill town.
The increased traffic, which accompanies the new buildings, clogs the streets and
ruins our enjoyment of the town. This Heritage Society sub-committee monitors all the
planning applications for Ramsbottom: where we feel these would be detrimental,
we respond with objections and suggestions.
The year 2006 has already been quite eventful, as we have addressed some
longstanding issues and some new ones. Whilst the conversion of St Paul's School
into houses and apartments has involved very little change to the Crow Lane face of the
building, the new windows, with small panes and plain wood frames, are totally
out of keeping. We made representation to Bury MBC's sympathetic and diligent
Conservation Officer, Mick NIGHTINGALE, who has now taken up this issue.
Our 2004 Spring/Summer magazine [No. 26, page 18, Editor] featured the historical
and visual importance of Irwell Bridge Mill and noted that there was a planning
application which would involve its demolition. This resulted in a Public Inquiry in
January this year and because Irwell Bridge Mill is now the last complete set of 19th
Century stone mill buildings in Ramsbottom Andrew TODD spoke and we submitted
written evidence. We learned at the end of March that the Planning Inspector has
found in favour of Bury MBC's appeal against demolition, but the future use of this
building remains unclear.
The former gardens of Prospect House on Tanners Street, less than 100 yards round
the corner from the Rose and Crown, have been the subject of several planning
applications over the years. The proposed build has now been reduced from a block of
apartments to just two houses. Tanners Street, however, is so narrow that access would
be difficult, and the modem style would be entirely out of keeping with the
conservation area. The Conservation Group has consequently joined many local
residents in objecting yet again.
A recent phone call to the Society alerted us to the fact that the owner of GRANTs'
Tower is removing stones for his own building work. Whilst he is entitled to do this, the
Heritage Society is encouraging him to appreciate the importance of the tower and
to preserve it. We have made personal representations, and given him
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information, photographs and a copy of our new video which features the tower.
Unfortunately, Bury MBC has been unable to obtain spot-listing.
The conservation of Ramsbottom is far too big a task to be accomplished by the
Conservation Group alone, so as members of the Society we all need to be vigilant. I f
you see signs of worrying changes in the town or would like to be involved, please
contact Group chairman Kate on 01706 281 998
Kate SLINGSBY
A HISTORY OF ISHERWOOD'S FURNISHERS

In the early 1920s, James Henry ISHERWOOD - great grandfather of the present
members of the family - begin the manufacture of furniture in the workshop he had
set up in the house next door to his own in Ada Street. He was joined later by his two
sons, Fred and Arthur, and the original shop on the corner of Ada Street and
Bolton Road West was opened.
I n the early days, the furniture was delivered by horse and cart. The horse was hired
when required from a farm in Greenmount. It is interesting to read in the ledger
dated 1923 entries such as `shoeing the horse - seven shillings and sixpence' ( 3 7 ' / 2 p )
and `for fodder one pound seventeen shillings' (£ 1.85).
The business expanded and in the 1930s employed three cabinet makers, an
upholsterer and a French polisher. By this time the original premises had become too
small and so it was arranged to rent the house next door which doubled as a working
area and the firm expanded into funeral undertaking. In 1930 ISHERWOOD's
bought the shop at 44 Bolton Street, still the place of business. Over the years it has
been greatly expanded with the purchase of adjoining shop premises. In the late
1 930s, the firm also bought the old established Waterfoot house furnishers of Isaac
LAW. By this time Fred's son, Eric, had left school and had begun work at the
Ramsbottom store. He continued to work there until 1941 when he joined the RAF
and spent the next four and a half years in the Middle East.
Early in the War, the supply of timber and other materials disappeared, the cabinet
makers were called up or directed to more essential jobs and the workshop had to
close. The original shop on Bolton Road West also closed. In addition to furniture,
it had sold wringing machines (mangles), and was one of the first places to sell
gramophones and records.
Business founder James ISHERWOOD died in 1942, and his elder son, Arthur, soon
retired and moved away. This left his other son, Fred, with the difficult task of
having to manage two shops for the remainder of the War. Undertaking and funeral
directing was discontinued, as Fred did not take to embalming and preparing bodies.
During the conflict the Government set up a scheme for certain manufacturers to
make a range of basic furniture designs, known as Utility Furniture. This was to help
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young married couples buy essential items for their homes and was only available in
exchange for Dockets or Coupons, issued in very limited numbers.
After the War, Eric rejoined the firm and married Elsie CHADWICK. He became a
Director, together with his sister Eileen. Later Eileen married Ronald CRANE and
she and her husband took over the management of the shop at Waterfoot.
In 1971 the firm bought the former Co-operative Society stables in Central Street,
Ramsbottom, for use as a warehouse. The shop at 44 Bolton Street was converted
into showrooms, a workshop and carpet workroom. Fred ISHERWOOD died in
1 974, after a lifetime of working in furniture. He left a very successful business in
the capable hands of his son and daughter, Eric and Eileen,
Meanwhile, Eric's sons, first David and then Paul, joined the firm, There was further
expansion with the opening of a Pram and Nursery Goods shop in Bridge Street,
managed by Eric's wife, Elsie. In 1976 a former furniture store in Bank Street,
Rawtenstall was acquired.
Sadly, the firm suffered a grave loss in 1978 when Ronald CRANE, Eileen's husband
became ill and died. Eileen retired in 1981, since when, over the years, the shops at
Waterfoot, Rawtenstall and Bridge Street have closed as result of retirement and
economic recession. Paul ISHERWOOD decided on a change of career and moved
to Manchester Airport where he is now head of the Archive Department. Eric had
retired in 1989 and his son David ran the remaining shop in Bolton Street until his
retirement in 2004. The business still operates, under new management, but the
name ISHERWOOD's lives on, selling a wide range of better quality furniture,
upholstery, beds and carpets.
Generations of loyal customers have continued to visit the stores over all that time.
Occasionally we still come across pieces of furniture originally made by
ISHERWOODs. It has lasted well. If you have an item please let us know.
David ISHERWOOD (2005)
THE BRIDGE STREET ACCIDENT 1944

Below is Joan BARCROFT's response to a request for information on our website by
Carol SMYTH nee YOUNG, the accident victim. Carol was an evacuee living in
Crow Lane with her mother and brother and would like to make contact with the
HENRY family, with whom her mother was friendly at the time. Although Joan, 10 ¾
years old in 1944, did not actually witness the accident (as reported in the last News
Magazine), she did see the aftermath. She remarks how strange it is that she
remembers so clearly the events of that day 62 years ago while, like many of us, she
can forget what she had for lunch the day before.
Mum had sent me to a shop on Bridge Street. The streets were busy with people
returning from work. Walking back home, I saw that a bus had stopped just past the
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junction with Crow Lane, near the gardens outside St Paul's Church. It had occurred
to me that this was strange because there was no bus stop there, when I encountered
two men, one supporting the other who was carrying a small blonde child. I noticed
her leg, very seriously injured. They were rushing up the street, I realised afterwards,
to Dr CROMPTON's surgery on Market Place.
I then saw the bus driver and conductor, who were sitting on the church garden wall
looking very upset, and a policeman was speaking to them. (At that time the police
station was on Crow Lane, where BOOTH & WOLSTENHOLME's Chapel of Rest
now stands.) As I waited around for a few minutes among other groups of people, a
car stopped. The driver was a policeman and two people were sitting in the back, one
of whom was Dr CROMPTON and he was supporting the child. They were
obviously on their way to hospital. After a while I realised that I had better return
home but I was delayed again in Church Street when I met neighbours discussing the
accident.
Eventually I turned the corner into Garden Street and saw Dad's lorry parked in front
of the house. Wondering why he was home early I entered and found my parents in
the kitchen. Their conversation stopped and I was asked, ` Where have you been?'
When I said that I had just been talking and said that there had been an accident, I
Apparently someone had come into
was told, ` You should come straight home!'
ANDERTON's Stores (grocers, 72, Bridge Street, where Dad was delivery driver) to
say that a little girl, who lived in a house owned by Maud CORDINGLY, had been
knocked down. Because my family rented a house from Miss CORDINGLY, Dad
drove home immediately to ask, ` Where is our Joan?' Mum had been just about to
send him to the police station to enquire when I walked through the door to the
`telling off. The following morning at St Paul's School assembly prayers were said
for Carol. We also had a road safety lecture.
I remember seeing Carol several weeks later. She was on crutches but seemed to be
playing happily with her friends in the schoolyard. The house on Crow Lane in
which Carol lived had previously been Miss CORDINGLY's hat shop and it had a
large window. The building was eventually demolished as it was unsafe. Whenever
wartime and evacuees are mentioned I think of all those from London and
Manchester who came to St Paul's School and I remember Carol's accident. I am so
pleased to hear she is well and happy.
Joan BARCROFT (2006)

DANIEL GRANT, FAMOUS OR INFAMOUS?
The GRANT family, originally from Speyside in Scotland, became Ramsbottom's
most famous incomers from 1806 because of their associations with the novel
Nicholas Nickleby. Charles DICKENS met two of the GRANT Brothers, William
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and Daniel, in Manchester in the 1830s, and modelled his philanthropic Cheeryble
Brothers on them.

( Taken from "Nicholas Nickleby " (page 451) by Charles DICKENS, with illustrations by
Phiz, Penguin Classics 1999. The illustrator of many of DICKENS' novels, Hablot K
BROWNE, better known as 'Phiz', travelled with DICKENS on one of his Manchester

visits, and also met the GRANTs.]
Ned and Charles Cheeryble are not copies of William and Daniel GRANT, but
DICKENS appears to have taken elements of both the character and appearance of
the brothers. Apparently, when the eleventh issue of Nicholas Nickleby came out,
everyone who read it `immediately recognised they were meant'.
`I am no angel, Heaven knows, but an erring and imperfect man,' says Charles
Cheeryble to Ralph Nickleby. In the light of certain facts about Daniel GRANT's
private life it is fascinating to ponder whether they were pure DICKENS fiction or in
fact were remembered from conversations with him.
Daniel GRANT drew up his will in August 1847. The document included the
following provisions:
To my natural son, Daniel GRANT BRERETON, lately residing in South
America but now of Manchester, the sum of five thousand pounds. . .
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I bequeath the following annuities, namely to my natural son Charles

BRERETON an annuity of one hundred and fifty pounds during his life.
To Elizabeth BRERETON the mother of the said Daniel GRANT BRERETON
and Charles BRERETON an annuity of one hundred and fifty pounds during
her life ...
Two sons and a mistress. Who would have guessed? Who in fact was aware of this
family? How was it possible that a man who many regarded so highly came to be in
this position? In an age when the stigma of such a situation could be very strong,
how did Daniel GRANT manage to conceal it, if indeed he did? Many more
questions arise about the relationship of Daniel with his apparently anonymous
family, but first it is necessary to recount the story.
The account of Daniel GRANT's personal life begins in 1815. At that time the
GRANTs were running their calico printing operation at the Old Ground,
Ramsbottom, which they had bought from PEEL & YATES in 1806, and in 1812
they had taken over the Nuttall factory from the ALSOP family. There were also
offices in Cannon Street, Manchester. Daniel and brother William were living at
Springside, Walmersley, but in 1815 they purchased an elegant mansion in Mosley
Street, Manchester. The intention was to furnish and staff the house so that it would
be a suitable place to entertain the society of Manchester. It was used by William
and Daniel, but its main purpose was as a home for Daniel GRANT and his new wife
Elizabeth WORTHINGTON. The couple were happy together, but only for a brief
ti me until Elizabeth's death on 18th October 1816, There were no children. A year
later Daniel's father, old William GRANT, also passed away at the age of 84. Daniel's
grief passed and he immersed himself in work and in entertaining and being
entertained by the society of Manchester. The earliest known date of Daniel
GRANT's alliance with Elizabeth BRERETON is 1824. PIGOT's directory of that
year lists an Elizabeth BRERETON at 7 Pool Street, Manchester. The BAINES
directory, completed in August 1825, lists Mrs Elizabeth BRERETON, 7a Pool
Street, Redcross Street. Information in directories can be notoriously incorrect but
the Elizabeth BRERETON of 1824 seems to have become MrsElizabeth
BRERETON in 1825. Despite the 17 years between their ages, it is understandable
how Daniel GRANT and Elizabeth BRERETON became attracted to one another. At
forty one, Daniel was at the peak of his career. Although slightly stout, he delighted
in and was a great admirer of physical prowess in sport. He had charm and social
position, having achieved his wealth as an extremely successful salesman travelling
the world in pursuit of the business which was to make the family fortune. (The
famous Square Works, considered to be the most up-to-date in Europe, was built at
Ramsbottom 1821 - 1822.)
Daniel and Elizabeth were never married but their son Daniel GRANT BRERETON
was born in Manchester sometime between May and June 1825. How secret the
event was kept is not known, but the remarkable lack of public praise for Daniel
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GRANT in comparison with his elder brother William suggests that eventually the
truth did seep out. The GRANT family themselves had a strict puritanical tradition
so there must have been a strong reaction within the family and, had Daniel's parents
been alive, they would have been extremely angry. Daniel most definitely incurred
the reproach and judgement of some of his friends and colleagues in Manchester
society, but as far as possible employees of the firm, especially those in Ramsbottom,
were not allowed to discover the truth. It may be coincidental but it was in 1825 that
brothers John and William GRANT withdrew their membership of the Bury
Subscription Library. The GRANT family's carefully plotted course of honesty and
good living suffered a great blow - only a year previously William had been
appointed a visiting justice and magistrate of Salford Hundred.
From about 1825 to 1838 Elizabeth BRERETON resided at Mosley Street and in
1 829 she gave birth to another son, Charles. It is not known where either of the boys
was baptised. Within a year of Charles's birth Daniel engaged the very popular
portrait painter Henry W PICKERSGILL to portray Elizabeth and the two boys.
PICKERSGILL's portraits included ones of WORDSWORTH and Sir Robert PEEL.
The portrait shows Elizabeth wearing a wide Georgian hat and a laced bodice typical
of the time. She appears as a tall girl with a pale complexion, long dark hair and
sharply defined features. Charles is a babe in arms, and young Daniel looks rather
like a little girl. Daniel GRANT's love for Elizabeth was evidently strong, and he
cared for her and the children as much as he would have done had they been married.
It was from the early 1830s that William GRANT began to feel his age, and was soon
in need of regular calls by his doctor. In 1837 or 1838 William's health was such a
cause for concern that Daniel was brought to a major decision. This concern was
evidently more powerful than his love for Elizabeth because he apparently came to
live permanently with William at Springside. He not only made the journeys daily
from Manchester to Bury to be near William, but he dismissed his faithful butler,
Alfred 1300T, and Elizabeth and the boys found accommodation at 45 Burlington
Street, Greenheys where she appeared in the Manchester directories as Mrs Elizabeth
BRERETON. From that time on their relationship cooled and, if anything, ceased;
but nevertheless Daniel still took a dutiful interest in the welfare of his two sons.
Elizabeth had one servant to assist her, Betsy TOBIN, and by June 1841 until 21st
February 1842 when she married, her younger sister Lucy was living with her. By
now, young Daniel Grant BRERETON was about 17 and it seems that he was
allowed to mix freely with the grand-nephews and nieces of Daniel and very likely
came to Springside occasionally. His younger brother Charles, subject to epileptic
fits, may well have been a more sickly boy. Both of them are described as scholars
in the 1841 census return for Burlington Street.
William GRANT died in 1842 and it became clear how much Daniel, who himself
was approaching 60, had been attached to him. His appearances in public became
less and less frequent but he rallied to return to work and pleasure. There were still
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parties at Mosley Street and trips from Springside- to which groups of friends were
invited. Amongst the continual residents and visitors at Springside were his great
nieces and nephews. Work, however, was not to be the round of success that it had
been formerly, for the 1840s brought a slump in business. It is from this period that
more anecdotes are remembered of him. His journeys to and from Manchester
continued and were a vivid recollection of many. Apparently, his carriage was drawn
by two dapple grey horses and both the coachman and the footman wore green livery
with gold braid. There were also two Dalmatian dogs to match the horses and these
ran behind.
In the year following William's death, Daniel suffered what was to be another blow
to his previously secure world. In November 1843 plans were drawn up by the
Manchester, Bury & Rossendale Railway Company for making a railroad from Bury
to Rawtenstall. The line would run fairly close to Springside, and over much of the
l and owned by the GRANTs. Daniel made an objection to the company,
complaining that the line ran within his view across the valley. He may have
reminded them that William GRANT & Brothers were large shareholders in the
company. Eventually Daniel accepted a sum of £4,500 as compensation.
What else do we know about Elizabeth BRERETON? The answer is, very little. She
was born about 1801 at Sandbach, Cheshire, the daughter of Joseph BRERETON, a
merchant, who took over his cousin's rope-making and salt manufacturing business
at Newton near Middlewich. From 1834 to the mid 1840s Joseph BRERETON had
offices in Manchester and a residence at Heaton Norris near Stockport, as well as his
Middlewich home. At the 1842 marriage of his other daughter Lucy, he is described
as a `gentleman', and it is safe to say that the family belonged to the middle classes.
In the 1841 census Elizabeth is described as aged 35, which meant that she was
between 35 and 40, and of independent means. Her name appears in the 1845
directory for Manchester, but no later. She apparently moved to Cannock in
Staffordshire, probably some time before that date. Her sister Lucy had also moved
to Cannock where her husband became a medical officer and subsequent events show
that they may have been living together. Charles BRERETON died of epilepsy on
5th March 1851, aged 21. In view of the provision in Daniel GRANT's will of 1847,
with Charles seeming to be disadvantaged in comparison with his brother, one
wonders if the death was expected. Where Charles was buried remains a mystery. In
February 1853, Daniel BRERETON entered the army. He joined the Regiment of
the 5th Royal Lancashire Militia as a lieutenant, and in the following year was made
a captain. We can only speculate as to whether he purchased a commission or had
one purchased for him by his father. (The Regiment was formed in Burnley in 1853
as an attempt to prepare for the war in the Crimea.)
The year 1855 proved to be tragic and decisive for the GRANT family. That year
saw the deaths of Daniel GRANT, his brother John GRANT of Nuttall Hall, and
John’s wife, bringing the older generation to an end. Springside was vacated and
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much of the contents sold. Reverend William Hume ELLIOT of St Andrew's
Church knew of Daniel Grant BRERETON's existence at that time as there remains a
very obscure note amongst his manuscripts which mentions `Daniel's son' among
other family members being ordered by Mrs GRANT junior to leave Springside after
the death of John GRANT. (Mrs GRANT junior was the wife of William GRANT of
Nuttall Hall, John GRANT's son - Editor.) The sons and daughters of John GRANT
lived on at Nuttall Hall, but in a new way and into a new era. All John GRANT's
property was left to his sons William and Robert.
Towards the close of that same year Elizabeth BRERETON died at Cannock aged 55.
The Staffordshire Advertiser reported her death at the residence of her brother-in-law,
John WHEATCROFT (sister Lucy's husband). From her death certificate, which
mistakenly gives her age as 57, we learn that the cause of death was epilepsy, so it
may be presumed that she suffered from the disease throughout her life. There was
great medical ignorance at that time and the association of epilepsy with madness
must have greatly affected sufferers. This would have added to the burden of the
disease for her and for Daniel, and may well have been one of the reasons why they
never married.
The relationship was not an unusual one by the standards of the age and so may not have
troubled Daniel GRANT's conscience at all, but it seems that in spite of his hard
business tactics and sometimes abrupt manner, he enjoyed an image of
benevolence, kindness and uprightness. Another searching question must be - not
what did others think of him, but what did he think of himself? The whole picture is
probably one that began with an unlooked-for encounter and grew into a more stable
experience, but then in later years, cooled.
Alan HITCH

F D SIMS LTD -'THE WIREWORKS', REGENT STREET, RAMSBOTTOM:
THE WAR YEARS

Pamela WOOSEY has been researching the history of F D SIMS Ltd of Regent
Street, Ramsbottom, generally referred to as The Wireworks. The firm was taken
over and moved away from Ramsbottom and in spring 2005 Persimmon Homes
began clearing the site to build houses and apartments. Some of Pam's material
was displayed at the Civic Hall on our 5th March Heritage Day and will later be
seen in the Heritage Centre. Pam has now given us permission to print extracts from
her work. Continuing our recent theme of World War 11 we have chosen the War
Years section together with an abridged version of her description of the firm's
Jennie JOHNS' recollections of working at the The Wireworks
beginnings.
commencing in 1945 follows on chronologically and provides a different perspective.
We hope to continue the F D SIMS story in a future issue. See also Fred
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ENTWISTLE's account of his work at F W SIMS Ltd, My Wartime Apprenticeship, in
Ramsbottom Reminiscences (RHS, 1992) pp24-6 - Editor.
In 1926, Berlin-born Kurt Oscar ENGEL and his German wife Mrs E H ENGEL,
came to England. Kurt was employed as a technician by the Concordia Electric Wire
& Cable Co Ltd in Nottingham, a company which is still in existence.
Accepted for British Nationality in 1936, Kurt ENGEL decided to start his own
company, producing first class insulated wires and strips. After travelling many
government assistance and
miles, researching local labour availability, local
considering geographical localtion, the place was found - Ramsbottom. The original
building in Mill Street on the 1893 map was shown as a. towel mill and in 1930
shown as Hazelhurst
Mill, a cotton mill producing towels. In 1934 the mill was
occupied by DAVIDSON's Slippers Ltd., the millowners being W & J ECCLES (1).
The works was established next door to Giles TAYLOR's Mineral Water Works. The
whole factory was planned with meticulous detail and on the 2nd November
1 936, the journey North commenced and as far as the Board of Trade was concerned,
F D SIMS Ltd was in business. Ramsbottom was not really familiar even in
Manchester but had never been heard of in the Midlands and London. It was
something of a Music Hall joke at the time, but the industry which the Boss
(ENGEL's nickname) brought to the area literally put it on the neap. Letters
addressed simply h D SIMS Ltd, Ramsbottom, England, were safely delivered from
Australia, India, Hong Kong and the West Indies.
The mill was of typical old stone Lancashire construction. Simple renovations were
walls
were whitewashed by Jack HOYLE. Despite being warned by
carried out. The
the Boss to be careful, the young HOYLE, balanced the whitewash bucket on top of
his ladders; of course the inevitable happened and Jack was whiter than white. A
temporary fitting shop was built and then Mr ENGELS, George WIMBUSH and a
couple of mechanics feverishly began building the first machine. A quarter of a
century later these early beginnings with four bare walls led to F D SIMS Ltd
becoming the fourth largest manufacturer of insulated wires in the UK.
Three people had provided the initial help. On 2nd January 1937 Denis FREARSON
arrived to join the team. He was later to become Sales Director. He was followed by
Cecil CLARK and in April 1937, by Johnny BUCKBERRY, all experienced in the
specialised trade of insulated wire manufacturing. Denis and his wife Nancy lived
House, Holcombe Village until they were able to find
with the ENGELs at Manor
their own home. Mr & Mrs ENGEL were friends of Mrs FREARSON's parents in
Nottingham, and looked upon the young couple as family as they had no children of
their own.
I n the early days, Mrs ENGEL gave considerable help on the administrative and
office side of the business and in between was a Jack of all Trades, acting as the
company's first driver. In her .Austin 7 two-seater tourer, she regularly conveyed
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members of staff back to Nottingham to see their families; five people would often
descend from this little car. To convey heavy castings and other engineering parts,
Mr ENGEL's Rover 10 was used. On one occasion 16 steel spindles, each 7ft long,
protruded through the sunshine roof, Mrs ENGEL steadying them with one hand and
steering with the other.
The very first order gained by F D SIMS was solemnly recorded in a small black
book which the Boss referred to as his bible. More orders followed and an oven for
testing the heat resistance of the enamel was obtained. Into this oven, Johnny
BUCKBERRY once slipped a tin of baked beans for his dinner, forgetting all about
them - the result was a big bang and beans firmly affixed to the ceiling. There were
problems trying to develop up-to-date equipment for heating these ovens. The local
damp atmosphere, ideal for cotton, caused problems when handling enamels. In the
end, the fitters, working through the night, bored hundreds of holes in tube burners
similar to the domestic gas ring . This worked and output rose, but not without
considerable cost, including sums paid by Mr ENGEL out of his own finances. The
fitting shop was enlarged and more machines built for the paper covering type of
insulation. Things were definitely moving upwards when War was declared in 1939.
The War Years
Some production was now geared to Government requirements for the war effort.
Despite the problems caused by government demands and the difficulty in obtaining
materials such as copper, the Boss was determined to fulfil his development
programme and his enthusiasm permeated the whole works. He worked extremely
hard and expected the same from his workforce. Their loyalty was rewarded each
Christmas by a party for the employees and their families, including one in 1940 at
Bury's Masonic Hall. (The 1941 party was reluctantly cancelled, owing to transport
difficulties, the black-out and food rationing.)
I n December 1939 the first flurry of snow fell and continued intermittently until early
January 1940 when the country experienced one of the worst snowstorms for years.
(2) Production was hampered by the difficulties of employees getting to work but
they did not use this as an excuse to stay away. One girl set off walking from
Radcliffe at 8.00am arriving in Ramsbottom at 3.00pm, only to discover the Boss had
sent the workers home early. Such was the kindness of Mr ENGEL that he arranged
for the girl to stay the week at his home to avoid the difficult journey. Ramsbottom
suffered howling blizzards and snowdrifts completely engulfed the houses in the
more remote areas of the town. In some instances only the chimney stacks were
showing and the snow reached the telephone wires. One fitter stated he had walked
over a car, although it was never discovered if anyone was trapped inside. Relief
came when locally stationed platoons of the Durham Light Infantry cleared the main
roads, although the bye-ways were snow bound for weeks.
A devastating blow occurred at 12.45am on Monday 20th May 1940 when fire broke
out in the Winding Department. As the nearest telephone was situated near the seat
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of the fire, the night foreman Cecil CLARK had to phone from a nearby house,
which ironically belonged to the local undertaker. Two engines arrived from
Rawtenstall at 2.00am but the Winding Department was completely burnt out.
Typically, the Boss promised that no one would be laid off and the night shift
resumed that very evening, working under tarpaulin sheets, As a result of this fire,
the firm later had the finest fire precautions in the country combined with a direct
link to the County Fire Brigade.
Petrol rationing by this time was at its worst and determined to do his bit, the Boss
came clown the hill to the works on his bicycle. The long freewheel was invigorating
but going back to Manor House was a different matter. He decided it was easier to
walk home and send the bike back' by the lorry which passed his house on deliveries.
Another cotton machine was installed and business expanded. Mr ENGEL travelled
to the Midlands and London in search of customers, often leaving at 7.00 am and
returning in the early hours of the following morning owing to the war priorities on
the railways and the erratic timetable. On one trip, anticipating a large order if the
price was right, he telephoned the office for the lowest possible price, On dialling
Trunks and asking for the Ramsbottom number (no STD) in those days) he was
amazed to hear the operator say, `This is no time for joking sir, I really am quite
busy, just exactly which exchange do you require?'
Increased orders particularly from new customers forced the pace and die polishing
was introduced. In February 1941, Jack COPELAND arrived. The machines were l
ocated in a single storey building with a large sliding wooden door giving access to
the works yard and rear entrance. The Boss garaged his car here and each lunchtime
he and Mrs ENGEL would dash for the car to return home for lunch. The sliding
doors were always swaying in the wind and Mr ENGEL asked Frank ROTHWELL,
the general labourer, to nail some leather strips on the door sides. The following day,
Mr ENGEL dashed for his car only to find that leather strips had been nailed all
round the doors which would not open; he was livid.
About this time, some of the workforce was called up for war service. The Boss
suggested starting a `Comforts Fund', an idea which was enthusiastically received.
All kinds of efforts were made to raise finance to cover the cost. Parcels and letters
were sent to the troops and Mrs ENGEL organised the collection of magazines and
books to send to the men. When home on leave, the Boss invited them into the office
for a private chat. They were invariably given some personal gift with instructions to
enjoy their leave, In 1938 Tom BOOTHMAN started work at SIMS as a paper
covering machine operator and served in the RAF during the War.When he was
stationed in Belfast he did some work for SHORT Bros. Another lad who was then
called up for service with the RAF was Stewart SIMS, son of the Director whose
name the Company bears.
It was in 1941 that the Company had the opportunity of purchasing land for future
development. A large piece was bought at the end of Mill Lane through which a
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footpath led to Holcombe Church. (This path was used as a short cut to Hazelhurst and
saved many an employee from being `quartered' on their wages. Together with other
girls, Edith WOOD nee HOWARTH, Denis FREARSON's secretary, used to spend
her summer lunchtimes sitting on a bench near the Recreation Ground prior to the
building of the Tagwood housing estate.) Permission was given to build another
storey for new offices on the top of the recently reconstructed main works, but owing to
the shortage of building materials, work did not commence until the following
year. An air-raid shelter, however, was speedily built in the yard and this was much
used. One of the men, crippled with rheumatism, took so long to reach the shelter
during an `Alert' that the `All Clear' sounded by the time he reached it. At this time the
company employed about 80 people, a size the Boss had considered to be the
maximum, but pressure from the Ministries and customers was relentless.
T h e
building of the second storey was nearing completion and plans for the office block
were abandoned, the space being used for further development of the fine wire
machines.
Outside working hours, members of staff underwent ARP training and Rescue Work
which fortunately was never put to the test. Even Mrs ENGEL took her full share of
this masculine task and Jack COPELAND remembered being lowered by a rope
wondering whether he or the rope would reach the ground first. After passing the
tests, the experts - Mrs ENGEL, Jack COPELAND and Gordon MORTON passed
on their knowledge to other members of tide staff. Owing to blackout difficulties and
other restrictions, the lorries bringing supplies arrived late in the evening and had to be
unloaded in total darkness. On one particular occasion it was barrels of enamel. Jack
COPELAND had left the wire drawing machines running with the lights turned out and
rolled the barrels into the wire drawing shop. As they dropped off the lorry, they made
a loud whooooosh sound as they hit the ground. The foreman was amused
Fusilier),
when one night, standing at the bar at the local Cemetery Hotel (now The
he overhead a conversation in the tap room, `I see that SIMS have been unloading
them shells again. You know, I'm sure they have a gun platform there so they can
shell Manchester.' This story caused great mirth at the works.
Wings For Victory Week was a national co-operative effort of 1943. The town of
Ramsbottom appealed to local industrialists to assist. Mr ENGEL put his heart and
soul into the event to make an exhibit of credit to the Company. None of the
townspeople had any idea of what the Wireworks produced. They were pleasantly
surprised and staggered at the variety of products. This was also the turning point in
the relationship with local tradespeople and the Town Council. Mr ENGEL always
used local suppliers and tradesmen whenever possible. However, good relations did
not extend to everybody living close by the works. Many, sometimes trivial,
complaints were received by the Boss, who tried to rectify them. He was therefore
stumped when after giving instructions that the machines must be turned off at night
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because of complaints from people unable to sleep, he received another complaint
that they could not sleep because they were used to the noise.
Orders were still pouring in and many were for war work. The Boss made a point of
telling the operatives on different jobs what it was required for, such as submarines,
battleships, tanks or planes and impressed on them the necessity to ensure a quality
job as the life of one of their relatives or friends might depend on it.
In 1944 the highlight was `D Day' which resulted in even more orders for the firm.
In spite of economies, a further wire drawing machine was purchased. This greatly
The first
facilitated the speed of wire drawing and the subsequent enamelling.
official transport was also purchased -- a battleship grey 5cwt Ford Van FTF 84. This
vehicle gave sterling service for a number of years and was a familiar sight in the
town. The major events of 1945 of course, were VE Day and VJ Day. The Boss and
George WIMBUSH climbed on the roof and broke the Union Jack, the Stars and
Stripes and the Hammer and Sickle against the three flagpoles. It was for this event
that the Boss opened the 80 year old bottle of brandy which his co-director, Mr F 1V
BARNES had given him as a present years before.
[(I) Billy ECCLES drove a Lanchester Saloon car and lived in one of the large stone
terraced houses in the terrace 163-171 Bolton Road West, near the Recreation
Ground. He owned a towel mill in Kay Brow where Edith WOOD's mother was a
warper.
(2) For another account of the snow of 1940 in Ramsbottom, see Norman KAY, In at
the Deep End in Ramsbottom Reminiscences (RHS, 1992) pp7-10.]
Grateful thanks to the following for their invaluable assistance in producing this
article and for supplying documents, many photographs and memories:
Mr Denis & Mrs Nancy FREARSON (who at the ages of 92 and 90 still reside in the
area); Mr Tom & Mrs Ann BOOTHMAN;; Mrs Edith WOOD; Mrs Elsie
COPELAND of the Red Hall; Ramsbottom and Bury Libraries and Archive Staff for
their help.
Pamela WOOSEY (2005-6)

MEMORIES OF POST-WAR WORKING AT F D SIMS
I n 1945, when I first went to F D SIMS for a job I was asked whether I knew anyone
who worked there, As soon as I mentioned the names of Nora DOBSON, Frank
TODD and his wife, I was told that I could start work the next Monday. On arrival, I
was taken by Frank to be introduced to Mr ENGEL who came into the fine wire
workshop and asked the foreman, Jack ROBERTS, to put me with Mrs DOBSON.
Her work was winding the wires, some of which were as fine as a human hair. A
large reel of wire was put on place at the bottom of the winding machine and the
strand was brought up the winding machine, in a similar way to the threading of a
sewing machine, to the smaller reel on to which the wire was being wound. A few
days later I was still learning the job with Mrs DOBSON and I remember Mr
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ENGEL coming round on one of his regular inspections of the machines.
He
remarked that I had done well and that I had kept the wires nice and straight, so I was
paid for my first week's work - which was unusual as it was normal to work for two
weeks without pay when you started. Downstairs was the heavy wire which was
wound by the men. My sister Bessie JOHNS, who started at the wireworks in 1946,
worked on some of the heavier wire and also on weighing. The chemical plant
produced fumes reaching as far as Nuttall.
Some of the wire that SIMS processed was cotton or silk.-covered or the raw wire
might be given a coating of enamel. I worked on the cotton-covered wire and this
entailed introducing the cotton strand on to the wire which was wound as it was
being covered, without even tiny gaps in the covering. A new strand had to be put on
without a knot. Later the cotton covering machines were moved to the works at
Bury, where Mrs ENGEL was in charge. I was once sent to Bury for two months to
train the girls to do this work. At one time I also worked on 'pinholing' which meant
checking the wire. To do this the wire was passed through a machine which bleeped
if there was a fault,
I returned from Bury to ordinary wire winding at Ramsbottom and it was around this
ti me that we went on short time with one day a week off. When we resumed full
ti me we had to go anywhere in the factory where there was work. One of the jobs I
did was on a packaging machine which was nicknamed the Tunnel of Love or The
Snake. For each box of wire the weight was entered on the machine's keypad and a
polythene cover was placed carefully over it. The machine was like a small oven and
as the boxes passed through the packaging was sealed.
Wire making was a continuous process and SIMS only closed down for Christmas.
There were about 200 employees altogether. I clocked in (number 106) at 7.30am
and my working day finished at 4.30pm with a dinner hour for which I went home,
although there was a works canteen. Workers had two weeks holiday. After 25
years with the company they received a gold watch at a special Gold Watch Reunion
Dinner which was attended by most of the managers and also those who had already
received a watch. Venues included the Red Hall, The Crimble, The Last Drop and
The Midland Hotel in Manchester. There were separate dinners for the men and the
women. I was the first lady to have worked at F D SIMS for 25 years and had to wait
for nearly a year until other ladies, including my sister Bessie, Doris BURROWS,
Jessie BARLOW and Nora HAMER, were ready for their gold watch presentations.
At these dinners everyone received a present, my last one in 1975 being a seethrough calculator. There were also annual dinner dances for which you bought a
ticket. I retired when I was 60 years old.
Jennie JOHNS (2006)
There
are
references
to
working
experiences
at
FD
SIMS
in
Margaret NOLAN's
[
1997 account of her wartime spell at `the Wire Works' in Memories of Ramsbottom
during World War 11 (RHS News Magazine, no 29, Autumn 2005, pp7-9) )
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RAMSBOTTOM HERITAGE SOCIETY RAMBLES
Do you fancy a bit of a ramble ....?
How about .... a springtime saunter, a guided tour round that
district youDve always wanted to explore, a close look with an
historical theme, a two hour trip with an expert or a Sunday
afternoon stroll with autumnal colour?
A series of shortish walks has been devised for the summer
the third Sunday in the month - looking at certain parts of
Ramsbottom, Holcombe, Holcombe Brook, Stubbins and
Summerseat.
Be dressed for walking: strong shoes or boots, and be prepared
for sun, rain or cold weather. Maybe bring a light snack to eat
somewhere around the circuit.

All are welcome. Hope to see you.

Distances are from 2 to 4 miles.
Times are about 2 hours starting at 2pm.
16th April

Redisher Wood led by John B Taylor, meet Hare and Hounds, Holcombe Brook

21St May

Round Holcombe Tower led by Joan Young, meet Grant Arms

18th June

Ramsbottom Mill and the Ashtons led by Kate
Slingsby, meet - Ramsbottom Railway Station

16th July

The Railway Comes To Town led by Andrew Todd,
meet - Ramsbottom Station (bring rail fare)

20th Aug

A Nuttall Ramble led by Bury MBC Park Ranger,
meet - Nuttall Park car park

17th Sept

Hawks haw - a Dip into the Past led by Jonathan Ali,
meet - bottom of Hawkshaw Lane, 2pm

15th Oct

National Trust, Stubbins led by Marjorie Knight, meet
- Stubbins Vale Road

Any questions? Phone Linda on 827602 or Joan on 827245

